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This invention relates to packing cases and has for its 
principal object'to. provide a paperboard case for use as 
a substitute for wooden cases in handling beverage bottles 
and'the‘like, and-this application is a continuation in part 
of my prior applieationlSer. No. 82,749, ?led March. 22, 
v1949, .now abandoned. ' 

‘In my said prior’ application I have disclosed. a packing 
made from’iiberboard. and reinforced with rubber angles 
at the- vertical. corners to reinforcedhe case, raddrto its 

- stacking strength .and for other purposes all as fully de 
scribedin said priorv application. 

.In the: casedisclosed. in .myiprior application the-rubber 
. :angles arestitchedorriveted alongone sideto'the ‘bottom 
and side walls of‘ the case adjacentthei-corners before the 

. caseis erected. and .after the. case is‘ set up ‘the other sides 
of the angles are stitched or riveted to theadjacent over 

..lapped-end?aps. . \A case so constructed is strong, rigid 
. andotherwise .suita-blefor handling beverage bottles‘and 
like loads, but is opento the objectionthat the userin 

. order‘tostore thecases-in iknock-downicondition-had to 
.stitch-or rivetthe cases after erectionpthereby requiring 
the. installation ofra-stitching machinelin the user’s plant 
and a the -.instruction tofz an operator in ‘its use. 

‘By.- the. invention ‘ of the (present application ‘this "stitch 
ing of the erected case is eliminatedand a pasting means 
provided which may be quickly applied by unskilled labor 
and whichipro'v-ides arca‘se as: strong?and‘tduriable as the 
stitched case<of anyprior application. xA-further object 
of the invention is to provide a fastening which may be 

" removed‘without'damage‘to‘the ‘case 'softhat the casemay 
be‘foldedi?at and “returned 'for‘reuse‘thereby greatly re 
dueing shipping 'and ‘storage ‘costs. 
Other objects of‘the ‘invention willappear from the 

following drawings “and speci?cation wherein Ihaveillus 
~trated ‘a preferred embodiment of my inventionand cer 
tain “modi?cations ‘all lashereinafter fully described. 
lntthe said'drawin‘g's': 
'Fig. 1 ‘is a plan‘ view of'the paper-board blank used in 

making my improved packing case; 
Fig.‘ 2 is ‘a,persp'e'ctive"view "of one of the rubber-rein 

forcing pieces use‘d'in the’manufacture of the-case; 
.Fig.‘ 3 ~is.a perspective ‘view showing the case folded 

. flat for shipment; 
‘ Fig; 4'is .a'pe'rspective view of the erected case; 
Fig. 5 is a sectional view on-an-en-larged scale showing 

:my improvedrfastening means; 
Figs. 6 and 7 are detailed views similar to Fig. 5 show 

in g the method of applying my improved fastening means; 
Fig. 8 is a perspective view of an alternate form of 

fastening device; 
Fig. 9 is a detail view showing the fastening of Fig. 8 

in place; 
Fig. 10 is a sectional view on line 1ii—1ii of Fig. 9; 
Fig. 11 is a plan view of the cut and scored blank used 

for making a different form of case; 
Fig. 12 is a perspective view of the erected case made 

from the blank shown in Fig. 11; and 
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Fig; 13 is .a sectionalview on line 13-~'-l3~ of Fig. 12. 
Referring’to‘the drawings, particularly to Fig. '1, 1 in 

rdicates’the position of ‘the'blank which forms the bottom 
. wall of the case and'Z, ‘2, the side walls. 

The walls '1 and Z'have end ?aps, 3 and 4, respectively, 
at each end, all the ‘flaps being I of an area coextensive 
with the dimensions of the ends of-the case, when the side 
walls 2) are raised to vertical position so that the end walls 
of the case are ‘formed throughout of three thicknesses of 
paperboard thereby addinggreatlyv to the strength and stiff 
ncss of the case. 
The end ?aps 3. and 4 are preferably provided with hand 

.holes 5 and are also provided with round holes 6 posi 
tionedtoregister withieach other when the case is erected 
asashown in Fig.v 4. Theholes 5 andld may be cut in 
.the blanks at the same time thatthe blanks are cut and 
scored to provide the flapsand fold lines ‘7. The fold 
lines between the end ?aps 3 and 4 and the bottom and 
side walls of'the box are preferably formed by a triple 
score as shownrin Fig. lrwhereby the flaps 3 and 4 may 
be overlapped and lie flat one ‘against the other throughout 

. their entire area. 

‘To-strengthen andireinforce the case I preferably pro 
~vide each end- of thecasewitha rubber reinforcing'strip 8 
of angular cross-section. Thefstrip 3 is shown in Fig. 2. 
it consists ‘of onecontinuous side 9 which is stitched .as 
shown‘in Figs. 3 and 4 along the ends of the bottom and 
side walls land 2» with the-corner of the angle in align 
ment with‘the'outermost-of-the triple score lines 7 be 
tween the'endl?aps the side ‘and end walls. The other 
side-of the strip -8»is~divided_into three sections‘ 10 of 
equal length separated by» V~notches 11, so that-the side 
walls 2 may be folded to positions at'right angles with the 
‘bottomwall' l‘whenthe carton is erected. 
\The strips 8 arezpreferably-fastened to the paperboard 

. blank by~ sewing vwithrcotton or linenthreadinstead of by 
metal stitching as described‘ in any above-mentioned co 
pending application. I have found‘. that ‘metal stitches tend 
.ito eutsthe paperbomd‘.particularlyrif'the board is some 
whatisoftenedbyitheabsorption'of moisture whereas the 
cotton ian‘di’linen threadi‘nra‘kes a‘ permanent fastening of 
tequalistrength whiclridoes :not tear'no'm'atter how roughly 
the case lbethandled. 

The‘ strips?8"eare readily fastened to’thebla'nk by means 
of asewin'g machine. ’ In this operation'the end ?aps 3 and 

3 Fl ' are vraisedito :ve‘rtical position éfrorntthe' ‘position shown 
'ini'Fig.v 1,? theistrip's 'sare'placed 'in position under the 
corners and the assembled blank and strips run through 
lthe'maehine. '~A-'n‘iachine-with1two sewing heads'niay be 
@used ‘with advantage ifori this operation. 
~After the “strips Sate s'ewn‘to the bla'nk'the end ?aps 

‘7 3* and 4~areifolded down'?at as shown in Fig. 3 in which 
'-con'clition"the ‘cases may-be vstored and shipped. /The ‘fas 
tehing' “buttons” 121which will betlater‘ described, may be 
‘placed in‘th'e holes i‘61in the end ?aps 3 at the time the 
<strips‘8t are "attached so thatea‘ch case will be complete 

‘ and ‘ready :for ' erection. 

vThe"“button"s” 12 vare ‘shown in' detail'in‘Figs. ‘5, 6, and 
.7. ‘They are of molded rubber of a shape similar-to an 
ordinary collarbutton. The isharik’ 13 is~.of a length be 
"tweentheadjacent. faces-(of the» heads-:14 and’1’5, equal 
tothe combined thickness of'the three end ?aps. The 
shank is formed with a central bore 16 which extends 
through the head 15 but not the head 14. As stated 
above the buttons are preferably assembled in the ?ap 
3 when the cases are made. This is easily accomplished 
by placing a rod 17 in the bore 16 and stretching out 
the shank 13 (see Fig. 7) thereby so reducing the di 
ameter of the shank and head 14 that the latter may 
be thrust through the hole 6 in the ?ap 3. When the 
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rod 17 is withdrawn the “button" returns to its normal 
shape. 
When the case is to be used it is erected by ?rst lift 

ing the end ?aps from the position shown in Fig. 3 to 
vertical position. The side walls 2 are then raised to 
vertical position thus bringing the end ?aps 4 into over 
lapping relation with the end ?ap 3, with the end ?ap 3 
innermost. As the case is squared up the bottom and 
side edges of the ?aps 4 ?t in between the ?ap 3 and the 
adjacent portion 10 of the rubber strip 8, the space be 
tween the flap 3 and the part 10 being just suf?cient, 
when the ?ap 3 is folded on the innermost of the three 
score lines to receive the edges of the other ?aps. When 
fully squared up the holes 6 in the flaps 4 will overlie 
the buttons 12 as shown in Fig. 6. The rod 17 is pushed 
into the bore 16 of the button as shown in Fig. 7 there 
by reducing the shank 13 and head 14 in diameter so 
that the head 14 can be thrust through the holes 6 in 
the ?aps 4. When the rod 17 is withdrawn the button 
contracts to the position shown in Fig. 5, thus fastening 
all the flaps together and maintaining the case in squared 
up position. 

Instead of using the “buttons” 12 to fasten the ?aps 
together I may use a metal channel member 20 such as 
shown in Figs. 8, 9, and 10. 
The channel 20 is of a length to reach from the rubber 

strip at one side of the box to the strip at the other 
side thus serving to cover the greater portion of the edges 
of the end ?aps 3 and 4 and to stiffen the ends of the 
case so that a fully loaded case may be picked up by 
one hand hold without causing the case to bulge. 

For holding the channels 20 in place and facilitating 
the application of the channels short upwardly inclined 
tongues 21 are provided at each end, which serve, as 
the channel is placed over the upper edges of the end 
?aps, to spread the edges of the channel so that it may 
be easily pushed into place. 

Registering holes 22 are formed in the end ?aps 3 
and 4 in position to receive the tongues 21 when the 
channels are in place and thereby prevent the removal of 
the channels and also hold the ?aps 3 and 4 against rela 
tive lateral movement. 

In Figs. 11, 12 and 13 I have shown a case for 
handling light loads for which no reinforcing is required. 
This case comprises a bottom wall 25, side walls 26 and 
end ?aps 27 attached to the ends of the bottom wall 
25 and end ?aps 28 attached to the ends of the side 
walls 26. The case is wider than it is high and conse 
quently the end ?aps 28 are not of the same dimensions as 
the ?aps 27 but instead are cut 01f to 'a width half that 
of the ?aps 27 so as not to overlap when the case is 
erected. 
As shown the end ?aps 27 are provided with hand 

holes 29 and holes 30 for “buttons” 12 at both ends of 
the hand holes. The case is also preferably provided 
with top ?aps 31 each of which has end ?aps 32 adapted 
when the case is closed to project between the ?aps 27 
and 28 and engage the neck of the “button” 12, for which 
purpose the flaps 32 are provided with holes 33 and 
slots 34 connecting the holes with the edges of the ?aps. 
The slots 34 are widened at their outer ends to receive 
the shanks of the buttons 12 as the top ?aps are closed. 
The hollow shanks will be compressed by the narrow 
portions of the slots 34 as the ?aps are closed and will 
expand into the holes 33 when the ?aps are in fully 
closed position thus holding the case securely closed. 
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The top ?aps 31 may also be provided with edge ?aps 

35 when the case is used for shipping bottles and the 
like which ?aps serve to'stitfen the case and hold it in 
shape. 

If it is desired to seal the case a strip of gummed tape 
may be placed over the meeting edges of the top ?aps. 

In the foregoing speci?cation and accompanying draw 
ings I have disclosed certain preferred embodiments of 
my invention but it is to be understood that my invention 
is not limited to the construction disclosed except in so 
far as the elements thereof are recited in the following 
claims. 

I claim: 
1. A collapsible packing case comprising a sheet of 

paper board cut and scored to provide integral bottom, 
side and end walls, with the end walls consisting of rec 
tangular ?aps projecting from the ends of the bottom and 
side walls with score lines at the base of the ?aps, said 
?aps being shaped to overlap when the case is erected 
with the side edges of the ?aps attached to the side 
walls aligned with and adjacent the score lines of the 
end ?aps attached to the bottom wall, and reinforcing 
angles having one side attached to the bottom wall ad 
jacent said score lines with the other side of said angles 
spaced from the face of said bottom ?aps a distance equal 
to the thickness of the overlapping end ?aps whereby 
the edges of said ?aps are held in engagement through 
out their length with the inner face of the attached 
side of the angle and a detachable fastener near the 
upper edges of said overlapping ?aps for holding said 
?aps in overlapping position and at right angles to their 
attached wall sections. 

2. The packing case of claim 1 wherein the reinforcing 
angles are rubber. 

3. The packing case of claim 1 wherein the fastening 
consists of an extensible rubber button extending through 
registering holes in the overlapping ?aps, said button 
having two heads of greater diameter than the diameter 
of said holes engaging, respectively, opposite sides of 
the overlapping ?aps and a connecting shank extending 
through said holes, said shank having an axial bearing 
opening through one of said heads and extending sub 
stantially the length of the shank. 
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